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Maricela Gutierrez

A Day at the Park

My cousins tired after playing in the park
Andrea Mendoza

Sunset

Driving home with my Dad
Noelia Mejia-Gonzalez
Kendrick
My brother jumping
Tiko and Princess

Hanging out together on a cloudy day
Brandon Flores-Rodriguez

Walking

Walking along the sidewalk in my neighborhood
Amaya Zulu

The Alley

Shortcut to Farragut Street
William Lazo-Benitez

At the Zoo

One of the most fearsome cats
Abnezer Getachew

For Bike Lovers

Never too old to ride a bike
Alejandro de Paz

My Space

Insight into my space
Israel Mussie

Untitled

A plaza in Columbia Heights
Zion Allen
Restaurants
Walking along 17th Street
Ethan Crawford

Time Out

Where little kids are sent for time out
Heizel Santos
Amaya

The Sky

Just breathe and look up. Everything will be okay.
Mearon Teklemariam

Looking to the Top

View by the Walmart on Georgia Avenue